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Guidelines for Contributors 

Initial Submission for Refereeing 
The manuscript must be submitted in three copies 

for refereeing purposes. The Journal of Abgadiyat 
follows the Chicago Manual of Style, with some 
modifications	as	cited	below.

Final Submission
1-	The	 final	 text	 (following	 amendments	

recommended by the editor or referees) must 
be provided on disk preferably CD, using MS 
Word, composed in 14 point font for Arabic 
and 12 point font for other languages.

2- The text should be in hard copy, printed 
clearly on A4 or standard American paper, on 
one side only, double-spaced throughout and 
with ample margins. Please do not justify the 
right-hand margin.

3-  Please do not employ multiple typeface styles 
or sizes.

4 The Journal of Abgadiyat does not use titles such 
as Dr, or Prof. in text or notes or for authors.

5-	Brackets	should	be	all	round-shaped,	e.g.	(……)

6- Use single quotation marks throughout. ‘    ’

7- Avoid Arabic diacriticals. Only use in quotes.

8- The numbers of dynasties must be spelled 
out, e.g. ‘Eighteenth Dynasty’ and not ‘18th 
Dynasty’ or ‘Dynasty 18’. Similarly, numbers 
of	 centuries	 should	 be	 spelled	 out,	 e.g.	 ‘fifth	
century BCE’, ‘second century CE’. BCE and 
CE should be in capitals.

9- The ‘ _’ dash between dates, page references, 
etc.	 (1901/02,	 133–210)	 is	 an	 en-dash	 not	 a	
hyphen. 

FONTS
Contributors must check with the editor, in 
advance, if the text employs any non-standard 
fonts	 (e.g.	 transliterations,	Hieroglyphics,	Greek,	
Coptic, etc.) and may be asked to supply these on 
a disk with the text.

TRANSCRIPTIONS OF ARABIC 
WORDS
1-	The	initial	hamza	(ء)	is	not	transcribed:	amāna,	

ka-sura. 

2-	The	 article	 (al)	 should	 be	 connected	with	 the	
word it determines through a hyphen, avoiding 
what is known in Arabic as ‘solar’ al, i.e. it 
should be written whether pronounced or not: 
al-šams, al-qamar. 

3-	No	capital	letter	is	given	to	the	article	(al)	but	
the word it determines, except at the beginning 
of a sentence where the article also must have a 
capital letter: al-Gabarti.

4- Arabic diacritics are not transcribed: laylat al 
qadr, and not laylatu l-qadri.

5-	The	(tā’ marbuta) is written as a, but if followed 
by genitive it should be written as al-madina, 
madinat al-Qahira.

6- For transliteration of plural in Arabic words use 
any of the following options:

- Arabic singular: waqf,

- Arabic plural: awqaf,

-	Arabic	singular	followed	by	(s)	in	Roman	letters:	
waqf-s.
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FOOTNOTES
1- Citations must be on separate pages appended 

as endnotes, double-spaced.

2- Footnote numbers should be placed above 
the	 line	 (superscript)	 following	 punctuation,	
without brackets.

3- The title of the article must not include a 
footnote reference. If a note is needed for 
‘acknowledgement’ this should be by means of 
an	asterisk	(*)	in	the	title	and	an	asterisked	note	
before	the	first	footnote.

ABSTRACT
An	 abstract	 (maximum	 150	 words)	 must	 be	
provided. The abstract will be used for indexing 
and information retrieval. The abstract is a stand 
alone piece and not part of the main body of the 
article.

ABBREVIATIONS 
• Concerning periodicals and series, abbreviations 

should follow those in Bernard Mathieu, 
Abréviations des périodiques et collections 
en usage à l’IFAO, 4ème	 éd.	 (Cairo,	 2003).	
Available online at www.ifao.egnet.net. Ad hoc 
abbreviations, after complete full reference, may 
be used for titles cited frequently in individual 
articles.

• Accepted forms of standard reference works 
may also be applied. Porter and Moss, 
Topographical Bibliography, should be cited as 
PM	(not	italicized).	

CITATIONS should take the form of:

Article in a journal
J.D. Ray, ‘The Voice of Authority: Papyrus Leiden I  
382’, JEA	85	(1999),	190.

• Cite subsequently as: Ray, JEA 85,	190.

Article or chapter in a multi-author book
I. Mathieson, ‘Magnetometer Surveys on Kiln 
Sites	 at	 Amarna’,	 in	 B.J.	 Kemp	 (ed.),	 Amarna 

Reports VI, EES Occasional Publications	 10	
(London,	1995),	218-220.

• Cite subsequently as: Mathieson, in Kemp 
(ed.),	Amarna Reports	VI,	218-220.

A.B. Lloyd, ‘The Late Period, 664-323 BC’ in B.G. 
Trigger, B.J. Kemp, D. O’Connor and A.B. Lloyd, 
Ancient Egypt. A Social History	 (Cambridge,	
1983), 279-346.

• Cite subsequently as: Lloyd, in Trigger, et al., 
Ancient Egypt. A Social History, 279-346.

Monographs
E. Strouhal, Life in Ancient Egypt	 (Cambridge,	
1992), 35-38.

• Cite subsequently as: Strouhal, Life in Ancient 
Egypt, 35-38.

D.M. Bailey, Excavations at el-Ashmunein, V. 
Pottery, Lamps and Glass of the Late Roman and 
Early Arab periods	(London,	1998),	140.

• Cite subsequently as: Bailey, Excavations at 
el-Ashmunein,	V.	140.

Series publication
W.M.F. Petrie, Hyksos and Israelite Cities, 
BSAE 12	(London,	1906),	37,	pl.38.A,	no.26.

• Cite subsequently as: Petrie, Hyksos and 
Israelite Cities, 37, pl. 38.A, no. 26.

Dissertations
Josef W. Wegner, The Mortuary Complex of 
Senwosret III: A Study of Middle Kingdom State 
Activity and the Cult of Osiris at Abydos (PhD	
diss., University of Pennsylvania, 1996), 45-55.

• Cite subsequently as: Wegner, The Mortuary 
Complex of Senwosret III, 45-55.

ELECTRONIC MEDIA
• Cite preferentially to a hard-copy edition of 

material posted on a website. If material is 
available solely in electronic form, provide 
sufficient	 information	 to	 enable	 users	 to	
correctly	access	the	sources.	However,	a	citation	

 Guidelines for Contributors
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Guidelines for Contributors 

such	 as	 www.mfa.org/artemis/fullrecord.
asp?oid=36525&did=200.	 might be	 more	
elegantly, if less directly, expressed textually: 
See, for example, acc. 19.162, illustrated at 
www.mfa.org/artemis.	The	http://	protocol	may	
be omitted in citations to sources posted on the 
World	 Wide	 Web	 (e.g.,	 www.mfa.org/giza,	
rather	than	http://www.mfa.org/giza);	it	should	
be	 retained	 in	 other	 instances	 (e.g.,	 http://
aaupnet.org;	or	http://w3.arizona.edu/~egypt/)

• For citations to electronic journals, CD-ROM, 
and similar media, see the relevant chapter in 
the Chicago Manual of Style.

• Authors’ initials and publication details, 
including	 full	 article	 title	 and/or	 series	 name	
and volume number should be provided in the 
first	citation;	surname	alone,	and	an	abbreviated	
title should be used subsequently. The use of 
Ibid, Op. cit. and Loc. cit. should be avoided. 
Precise page references should be given.

PHOTOGRAPHS
•	 These	 should	 be	 scanned	 at	 300	 dpi	 for	

reproduction at the same size. The images 
should	be	 saved	as	CMYK	TIFF	files	 (JPEGs	
are rarely adequate). 

• Illustrations and graphics should not exceed 
30%	of	the	text.	

•	 All	 image	 files	 must	 be	 submitted	 on	 a	 CD.	
Please do not E-mail images to  the editors 
without prior consultation.   

CAPTIONS 
For	figures,	appropriate	credit	should	be	provided,	
double-spaced, on a separate sheet, and in 
electronic	 form	on	 the	CD	with	 the	final	version	
of the article.

COPYRIGHT
• Responsibility for obtaining permission to use 

copyright material rests with the author. This 
includes photocopies of previously-published 
material.

• Submitted research papers and articles will not 
be returned to authors whether published or not.

•	 A	 brief	 Curriculum	 Vitae	 (CV)	 should	 be	
submitted together with the research paper.

Please visit the Abgadiyat journal web page:
http: / /www.bibalex.com/cal l igraphycenter /
abgadiyat/static/home.aspx
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Introduction

The tenth issue of Abgadiyat, an annual journal issued by the Center for Calligraphy Studies, expresses 
the continuity of the Center and its constant aspiration to win the trust of scholars and researchers 
who	are	interested	in	its	publications	of	refereed	scientific	material	and	specialized	works	in	the	field	
of	writing	and	inscriptions.	Since	its	first	issue	in	2006,	Abgadiyat has assumed the responsibility of 
bridging	the	gap	between	the	different	fields	of	calligraphy	and	writing	studies.	The	Journal seeks to 
achieve the Center’s major objective of providing specialists with the rare information they need for 
their	studies	in	writing	and	inscriptions,	as	well	as	raising	the	awareness	of	this	field	amongst	non-
specialists.

Followers of this Journal	will	find	a	variety	in	its	published	topics.	Yet,	the	topics		focus	on	one,	
mutual	field:	writings	and	inscriptions;	the	papers	tackle	the	same	topic	from	different	perspectives.	
Abgadiyat, which promotes the values of difference, diversity, and accepting the other, includes 
in its tenth issue a selection of Arabic and English researches that cover a wide range of topics 
for scholars all over the world. In this issue, some papers focus on the study of Islamic writings, 
such	as	those	inscribed	on	Yemeni	coins	dating	back	to	the	period	between	696	AH	and	721	AH	
or on the walls of an Ayyubid mosque in Damascus; and the writings that emerged during the era 
of the Companions of the Prophet Muhammad. Other papers study Ancient Egyptian writings—
including	the	astronomical	and	cosmic	symbols—on	the	quarries	of	Wadi	al-Hudi,	and	also	the	
writings on a funerary stela dating back to Middle Kingdom of Egypt. Topics related to the Greco-
Roman civilization; the ceremonies held for goddess Neith in the towns of Sais and Esna in Egypt 
during the Greco-Roman period; and the inscriptions of Constantine city, east Algeria, that date 
back to the period from the end of the third century BCE to the fourth century CE are also tackled. 
All this proves the universality of Abgadiyat, which tends to cover all the alphabets and writings 
ever witnessed in history in a way that creates a balance among different themes of research.

The Center for Calligraphy Studies is always keen to emphasize the continuation of this Journal 
in	order	to	fill	in	an	obvious	shortage	in	scientific	research,	in	spite	of	what	this	dedication	entails	
of increased, ample efforts exerted by editors to deal with various languages, inscriptions, and 
their different writing methods.

Essam Elsaeed
Director of the Center for Calligraphy Studies
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Astronomical and Cosmographic Elements in the Corpus of 
Mining Inscriptions of Wadi ᾽el-Houdi

العنا�صر الفلكية والكونية يف نقو�ش حماجر وادي الهودي

Alicia Maravelia*

ملخ�ص
الكرمية )و�شبه  املعادن والأحجار  بوفرة  ال�رشقية جميعها  �شيناء وال�شحاري  الغربية و�شبه جزيرة  ال�شحاري  ا�شتهرت 
الكرمية(؛ ولذا كان لها اأهمية عظيمة يف م�رشوع التعدين الفرعوين الذي كان دائم اخلري والرثاء رغم �شعوبة مهامه. ومن بني 
 .nb irt-xt جناحاته، كانت تلك املنافع الرثوية التي عادت على امللك والدولة، موؤكدًة مكانة امللك ك�شيد للطقو�س والأفعال
وهو الأمر الذي اأ�شهم بدوره يف حفظ وتعزيز النظام ال�شيا�شي والجتماعي ك�شدى بعيد للتناغم الكوين الأويل mAat. ن�رش 
الدكتور اأ�رشف �شادق  الن�س الكامل لنقو�س حماجر اجلم�شت بوادي هودي. ت�شمنت النقو�س م�شطلحات فلكية ووا�شفة 
للكون، وهي مو�شوع هذا البحث. ا�شتنتجنا باإ�شداراتنا ال�شابقة من كتب اأو مقالت �شيوع ا�شتخدام تلك امل�شطلحات 
الفلكية والكونية يف ن�شو�س متنوعة غري فلكية؛ لكنها كانت يف �شياقات غري علمية اأو فلكية خال�شة ل�رشح مفاهيم احلياة 
اليومية التي ت�شري اإىل دوريّة الظواهر ال�شماوية املرتبطة باأغرا�س تقوميية، واأعياد دينية، ومرا�شم ملكية، واأمور جغرافية كونية 
اأخرى. وعلى �شبيل املثال، جند امل�شطلح wart مبعنى حي اأو جهة يف نقو�س حماجر وادي الهودي )ثالث مرات(، اإل اأنه 
ا بن�شو�س الأهرام )ثالث مرات(، ويف ن�شو�س التوابيت )خم�شني مرة(، لكن م�شرًيا اإىل منطقة القطب ال�شماوي  ورد اأي�شً
ا يف نقو�س حماجر اجلم�شت م�شطلحات مثل Abd، وitn، وrnpt، وAxt وغريها. و�شيتناول هذا البحث  ال�شمايل. وجند اأي�شً

الق�شري هذه الأمور كلها بالتف�شيل، م�شحوًبا ببع�س ال�شتنتاجات الأولية. 
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᾽el-Houdi5 lies very close to Aswān, approximately  
35 km SE of the latter, and was always a place of 
amethyst mines. Amethyst (Hzmn) was considered by 
the Egyptians of Antiquity as a particularly important 
mineral,6 whose allegoric and meta-physical symbolism 
was related to its alleged protection against intoxication, 
due to its wine-like colored crystals, (Fig. 2) and 
enchantment, and whose use was also extended to the 
construction of jewels7 and certain amulets8 (such as 
scarabs, the Horus-amulet). The rarity and preciousness 
of amethyst (as is the case for other minerals and valuable 
or semi-valuable stones too) has made the Egyptians of 
Antiquity look at it with admiration and bestow upon 
it various apotropaic, protective, therapeutic, as well as 
other magical qualities.9 The mining of amethyst during 
the Middle Kingdom at Wadi ᾽el-Houdi could be easily 
and fruitfully compared to the extraction of turquoise in 
the Sinai Peninsula (at Serabit ᾽el-Khadim), as well as to 
the quarrying of choice stone in Wadi Hammamāt, and 
to other similar enterprises elsewhere.10 Such expeditions 
came at intervals by royal command, while the gems were 
securely going to the king, actually to the royal State 

1. Introduction: Deserts as Cradles of 
Minerals
In the ancient Egyptian forma mentis minerals1 

were always considered as materializations of the divine 
presence, wealth and also of (secular) royal power. On 
the other hand, the desert (dSrt) was always thought 
of as an ambivalent place:2 a landscape of death 
(Sethian realm and the scorching Sun) and of hidden 
valuable stones (aAwt Spswt), which leads to a virtual 
synthesis via an antithesis. The ancient Egyptian 
Mining Project was of paramount importance for the 
wealth of the country and of the royal family, all these 
expeditions being under the charge of the pharaoh 
and under his auspices. The king as lord of rituals 
and master of actions (nb irt-xt) was thus projecting 
his image and persona into a political and financial 
undertaking that had also both intense metaphysical 
undertones and pre-scientific nuances3 (Fig. 1). 

The Eastern Desert of Egypt was always remarkable 
for the rich variety of minerals and for the scenery 
of desolate grandeur, and many people since the 
remote Antiquity have searched through these barren 
wastes, in order to extract the hidden treasures, 
as Ashraf Sadek has correctly pointed out4. Wadi  

(Fig. 2) On the left: A modern map of South Eastern Egypt, with 
the area of Aswān and Wadi ᾽el-Houdi highlighted. On the right: 
Two superb crystals of amethyst grown on a base of quartz. 

(Fig. 1) Metal, stone  and jewellery work as depicted in a 
Theban tomb, showing also the weighing of gold, the grinding 
of stone and the displaying of completed valuable jewels, 
ornaments and amulets (with inlays made of various mineral 
crystals). From the Tomb of Nebamūn and Ipuky (TT 181),  
c. 1370 BCE.
© Copyright & Courtesy by OsirisNet. 
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treasury. Hence the study of the mining inscriptions 
from that particular site is significant and contributes to 
the overall knowledge of the ancient Egyptian quarrying 
practices and the gemstones’ mining activity. 

Before referring briefly to the work of Dr. Ashraf 
Sadek and give a general description of these very mining 
inscriptions, it would be good to discuss also very shortly 
our method of textual archæoastronomical analysis and 
its implications, as well as to present some summary 
hints on ancient Egyptian Astronomy. Ancient Egyptian 
Astronomy was clearly a synthesis between metaphysical 
allegories and pre- (or later during the Ptolemaic Era) 
proto-scientific approaches, the latter being the vehicle 
of the metaphorical although quite accurate description 
of heavenly phenomena, the former being the manner 
of ascribing to them certain divine celestial epiphanies. 
Although the mining inscriptions are not astronomical 
neither cosmovisional texts per se, they do present a few 
astronomical and cosmographic terms, which as we have 
already pointed out in previous papers11 and books12 are 
used in a daily and not in an explicitly astronomical 
context. They are not diagonal star clocks and they are 
not inscriptions from astronomical ceilings of the New 
Kingdom and they are not religious funerary texts as 
the PT, the CT or the BD, where many astronomical 
and cosmovisional elements do abide, however they 
contain some similar explicitly astronomical terms 
in a different context and hence in a varied meaning.  

This having being noticed, we can continue our study 
taking into account that our statistical study will shed 
some more light on this very use of such (otherwise 
explicitly astronomical) terms in an everyday-life 
context, viz in the domain of mining. 

2. The Mining Inscriptions of     
Wadi ᾽el-Houdi 
Mining in Upper Egypt can be traced back 

to the Predynastic Era (Au), and the earliest map 
known from the Ramesside Period dating to about 
1160 BCE, shows the route to the gold mines 
in the Wadi Hammamāt in the Eastern Desert  
(Fig. 3), which were like that of Wadi ᾽el-Houdi 
famous for amethyst (Hzmn). The work of Dr. Ashraf 
Sadek13 is an improved and enriched study of the 
related inscriptions initially carried out by Prof.  
Dr. Ahmed Fakhry14 and represents the fully revised 
version of a Doctoral Thesis by the former author 
presented at the University of Sorbonne in 1977. 
Sadek, in his two volumes, extended and completed 
the work of Fakhry, presenting also very useful indexes 
of ancient Egyptian terms, on which we also based 
our current study. It is a well-documented and clearly 
presented study with commentaries, normalized 
inscriptions, translation, maps, indexes, on which our 
work is firmly based. 

(Fig. 3) An ancient map of the mining regions at the Eastern Desert from Papyrus Turin. The whole map on the papyrus is shown here, 
as was designed by the ancient scribe Amūn–Nakht (son of Ipouy), c. 1160 BCE, in order to be used by the expedition of King Rameses 
IV at Wadi Hammamāt in the Eastern Desert [see J.A. Harrell, V.M. Brown, ‘The World’s Oldest surviving Geological Map: The 1150 
BCE Turin Papyrus from Egypt’, Journal of Geology 100 (1992a), 3-18; J.A. Harrell, V.M. Brown, ‘The Oldest Surviving Topographical 
Map from Ancient Egypt (Turin Papyri 1879, 1899 and 1969)’, JARCE 29 (1992b), 81-105]. 
© Copyright & Courtesy by Dr. J. Harrell. 
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The site of Wadi ᾽el-Houdi consists of a typical 
example and a characteristic case study of a mining 
area, well defined both in space (SE Desert) and 
in time (Dynasties XI, XII and XIII of the Middle 
Kingdom), thus it is very important from a point 
of view of an analytical approach to the very kernel 
of amethyst mining and its implications on the 
ancient Egyptian economy and society. Amethyst 
has been used in jewellery since at least the time of 
the Old Kingdom. Some amethyst mining may have 
occurred as early as 3000 BCE. The stone was widely 
used during Dynasty XI and the Middle Kingdom 
Period, from around 2000 BCE to 1700 BCE. Wadi 
᾽el-Houdi was an important mining locality during 
that time, but appears to have been depleted during 
this period, and the popularity and availability of 
amethyst waned. Perhaps it was probably during this 
period that the purple color first became associated 
with royalty. There was an active trade of amethyst 
in the Aegean, and the Romans too operated some 
mines during the Roman Period of Egyptian history. 

3. Astronomical and Cosmographic 
Elements in the Corpus of the Mining 
Inscriptions of Wadi ᾽el-Houdi
Interestingly the Wadi ᾽el-Houdi inscriptions form 

a compact textual corpus in subject, time and space, as 
we have already noted. They consist of the permanent 
memorials of the Middle Kingdom mining expeditions 
sent out to mine and collect amethyst from the hillocks of 

Wadi ̓ el-Houdi, 35 km SE of Aswān (c. 2000–1730 BCE,  
Dynasties XI, XII and XIII).15 The Wadi ᾽el-Houdi 
mining region (covering an area of approx. 300 km2, 
and having been also exploited further for various other 
minerals, such as gold, barytes and possibly mica, since 
the early 2nd Millennium BCE) was the primary source 
for amethyst in ancient Egypt from Dynasty XI until 
the end of the Middle Kingdom, an era during which 
the use of amethyst in jewellery reached a peak of 
popularity.16 Our purpose in this paper is the brief study 
of the astronomical and of the cosmographic elements 
in the Corpus of the Wadi ᾽el-Houdi inscriptions. In 
previous articles we have already given a short description 
of our method of textual archæoastronomical analysis,17 
which is going to be followed here too. We have 
already pointed out that even if certain terms, the use 
of which is explicitly astronomical in the context of  
funerary texts, are also met in the Wadi ᾽el-Houdi 
inscriptions, still their use in the latter is only meant 
at a purely everyday level, without any particular 
astronomical or even cosmographic hint. The nature 
and context of these astronomical terms is going to be 
examined now, as well as those of the cosmovisional, 
cosmographic and of certain geographical terms. 

In Table 1 we have gathered all the astronomical, 
cosmographic, cosmovisional and similarly related 
terms that are met in the Corpus of the Wadi ᾽el-
Houdi Mining Inscriptions, based on the work of Dr. 
Ashraf Sadek.18 For each such term its source (specific 
inscription), as well as its frequency are presented. 

No. Term
Source [Sadek, The Amethyst Mining Inscriptions of 

Wadi ᾽el-Houdi]
Frequency

1 Abd WH 20: ℓ. 1; WH 149: ℓ. 1 2

2 Axt WH 20: ℓ. 1 1

3 Itn WH 143: ℓ. 9 1

4 wart WH 6: ℓ. 14; WH 23: ℓ. B.3; WH 23: ℓ. B.6 3

5 biAt (?) WH 148: ℓ. 7 1
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6 Prt WH 149: ℓ. 1 1

7 nHH
WH 6: ℓ. 3; 10: 6; 16: 2; 17: 2; 20: 2; 21: 2; 22: 3; 

23: A1; 24: 3; 25: 2; 95: 2; 146: 8-9
12*

8 ra
WH 4: ℓ. 10; 8: 4; 9: 6; 14: 6; 18: 2; 18: 3; 21: 4; 

58: 3; 144: 4; 145: 3; 146: 8; 147: 4; 149: 7
13*

9 rnpt (?) WH 4: ℓ. 13 1

10 hrw
WH 8: ℓ. 4; 9: 6; 14: 6; 16: 6; 21: 4; 58: 2; 144: 4; 

145: 3; 147: 3-4
9

11 HAt-zp
WH 1: ℓ. 1; 2: 1; 3: 1; 4: 1-2; 6: 1; 7:1; 8: 1; 14: 1; 

20: 1; 26: 1; & c.
33*

12 xAst WH 21: ℓ. 8; 23: B.4; 143: B4; 143: B.7; 149: 11; & c. 11*

13 sw WH 20: ℓ. 1 1

14 zp WH 14: ℓ. 18; WH 23: ℓ. A.4 2

15 Sni WH 143: ℓ. 9 1

16 tA WH 8: ℓ. 6; 14: 12; 84: 2; 143: B.6; 143: B.8; & c. 10*

17 Dt WH 14: ℓ. 4; 14: 14; 19: 2; 21: 2; 143: A3; 143: B.15; 146: 9; & c. 30*

The most frequently met terms, as one can clearly 
see, are the following: 

1. The term regnal year (HAt-zp),19 met at least 33 times 
in total: this term is meant in the historical and 
socio-political context of ancient Egyptian pharaonic 
records, thus even if it is actually a purely calendrical 
term, here it is used in an everyday context. 

2. The term static eternity (Dt),20 met at least 30 times 
in total: A rather cosmovisional or cosmographic 
term par excellence, it can also be bestowed with 
an astronomical or calendrical nuance, however 
it is here used in a purely socio-political context, 
where a typical wish for the longevity and health 
of the pharaoh is directly expressed. 

3. The term Sun/day (ra),21 met at least 13 times in 
total. In this case, we have a typical example of 

two distinct terms astronomical per se, that are 
used however in a purely societal and everyday 
context. The same would definitely hold for the 
term day/daytime (hrw),22 in the context of the 
characteristic phrase m Xrt-hrw nt ra-nb.23 

4. The term dynamic eternity (nHH),24 met at least 
12 times in total. It is a rather cosmovisional or 
cosmographic term par excellence (exactly as the 
term Dt, see supra), it can also be bestowed with 
an astronomical or calendrical nuance, however 
it is here used in a purely socio-political context, 
where a typical wish for the virtually eternal 
longevity of the pharaoh is directly expressed. 

5. The term desert (xAst),25 met at least 11 times in total. 
In this case, we have a purely geographic term, used in 
the context of the ancient Egyptian mining protocol. 

(Table 1) The most common astronomical and/or cosmographic terms met in the Corpus of the Mining Inscriptions of Wadi ᾽el-Houdi 
(presented in alphabetical order) and their frequencies of occurrence. The most frequent terms of these are marked with an asterisk.
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6. The term land/country (tA),26 met at least  
10 times in total. Here we deal again with a purely 
geographic term, used in the context of the ancient 
Egyptian mining protocol, in order to praise the 
effective power of the Pharaoh over all lands and 
his capacity in the Mining Project of the Royal 
Residence ($nw). 

Other than the previous most frequent terms (with 
the exception of hrw, that is also quite frequent, see supra), 
the rest of them are not at all frequent. Some of these very 
terms, however, are astronomical and/or cosmographic 
indeed, hence they need some additional discussion. 

1. The term month (Abd),27 met at least twice in 
total. This term is of course astronomical per se, 
but is here used in the context of counting the 
regnal years. 

2. The terms Inundation Season (Axt)28 and Winter 
Season (Prt),29 met at least once each in total. 
Both these terms are of course astronomical and 
calendrical per se, but are here used in the context 
of counting the regnal years. 

3. The terms Solar Disc (Itn)30 and encircle (Sni),31 met 
at least once each in total (both in the same passage). 
The former is both religious and astronomical, 
while the latter is used in both a cosmographic 
and the royal mining protocol context, in order 
to praise the pharaoh: consequently they are 
astronomical and calendrical per se, but are here 
used in the context of counting the regnal years. 

4. The term district/administrative department 
(wart),32 met at least 3 times in total. In the 
context of the Wadi ᾽el-Houdi Corpus of 
Mining Inscriptions, it is used simply as a 
mere geographical district name (in a societal 
and royal protocol context), two times 
with the geographical taxogram N23, thus:  
(i) «[...] nt Wart nt &p-Rst, z 61» [WH, 6: 14]; 
(ii) «[…] Hr xtmty n Wart &p-Rst» [WH, 23: 

B.3]; (iii) «[…] imy-rA Wart nt Gbtyw» [WH, 23: 
B.6]. However, the term Wart, in the context of 
the funerary texts, where explicit astronomical 
elements were abundant, had the meaning of 
the northern polar celestial region33 (cf. e.g.: CT, 
I, 62, §§ 270e-271c: «Ts.t<w> n.k mAqt r pt, di 

Nwt awy.s(y) r.k; sqdy.k m ^-n-#A; fA.k TAw m 

xmnyw, nty[w m] wiA; sqd Tw isty iptny nt ixmw-

skiw, nt ixmw-wrDw; wD.sn Tw, itH.sn Tw Hr Wart 

m nwHw.sn nw biA» [B10C]), & c. [Fig. 4]. 

5. The term wonder/marvel (biAt),34 met at least 
once in total. This term is rather cosmographic 
per se, reminding us of the astronomical term 
meteoritic iron (biA),35 but is here used in the 
context of praising the successful outcome of that 
certain mining expedition, thus as a heavenly 
miracle is admirable, hence the mining deeds of 
the pharaoh are also formidable. 

6. The term year (rnpt),36 met at least once in total. 
This term is of course astronomical per se, but is 
here used only in the context of a brief description 
of the mining operations and of their eventually 
successful outcomes. 

(Fig. 4) Extract from the Coffin Texts referred to in the text [see 
Section III, supra]. It is taken from CT, I, 62, §§ 270e-271c 
[B10C] and its transliteration is as follows: «Ts.t<w> n.k mAqt 
r pt, di Nwt awy.s(y) r.k; sqdy.k m ^-n-#A; fA.k TAw m xmnyw, 
nty[w m] wiA; sqd Tw isty iptny nt ixmw-skiw, nt ixmw-wrDw; 
wD.sn Tw, itH.sn Tw Hr Wart m nwHw.sn nw biA». The celestial 
polar region Wart is explicitly referred to in a purely astronomical 
manner. 
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7. The term regnal day (sw),37 met at least once in 
total. This term is calendrical per se, and is here used 
in order to denote and count the date of a certain 
event, in the usual ancient Egyptian manner. 

8. The term occasion/time (zp),38 met at least twice 
in total. This term is sometimes cosmographic in 
meaning (such as in zp-tpy, the first time), but 
here it is only used in the context of describing 
certain events and facts, related to the mining 
deeds of the pharaohs. 

4. Final Remarks and Conclusions
We have picked and chosen some 17 astronomical, 

cosmovisional, cosmographic and related terms, 
found in the Corpus of the Mining Inscriptions of 
Wadi ᾿el-Houdi, based on the work of Dr. Ashraf 
Sadek, in order to review them in their own contexts. 
Thus, we can conclude the following: 

1. Although some of the most frequent of them are 
explicitly either astronomical or cosmographic 
or cosmovisional in character, they are used 
in the Wadi ᾽el-Houdi Inscriptions in a non-
astronomical context. 

2. The same holds also true for some of the less 
frequently met terms. 

3. Terms that are neither astronomical nor 
cosmovisional, but rather present a geographic or 
partly cosmographic undertone (such as the term tA)  
are also used in a clearly non-astronomical context. 

4. Terms that are astronomical in the context of 
funerary texts, but are used in the Wadi ᾽el-
Houdi Inscriptions in a non-astronomical but 
rather socio-geographical context (such as the 
term wart) do subside and have also been equally 
discussed. 

Following and complementing our previous 
papers,39 all the above show that even if we actually 

deal with purely astronomical terms found in the 
Corpus of the Mining Inscriptions of Wadi ̓ el-Houdi, 
these very terms (be them in principle astronomical, 
cosmovisional or cosmographic), in all these texts 
they are not meant as astronomical per se, but used 
in the context of everyday life, calendrical purposes 
and to the effect of counting the regnal years of the 
pharaohs who undertook those mining operations, 
as well as for recording their successful deeds related 
thereto. We denote that some of these terms in the 
context of purely astronomical and/or funerary 
texts (such as PT, CT, BD, BoHC, & c.) have an 
explicit astronomical co-notation and meaning in a 
pre- or sometimes even proto-scientific background 
(such as the terms Abd, Wart, ra, hrw, & c.).  
However, in the context of the Wadi ̓ el-Houdi mining 
inscriptions the meaning of some is completely 
different, while the meaning of others has only to do 
with royal dating, calendrical purposes and the daily 
life use of these particular astronomical elements. 
Furthermore, the terms itn and Sni are met in a 
purely cosmographic or quasi–astronomical context, 
denoting the power of the Pharaoh by virtue of his 
possession of the land–wealth and its minerals. In 
addition, terms as Abd, Axt, Prt, ^mw, rnpt, hrw, 
ra, sw, zp, & c., are used in a purely calendrical and 
royal–dating protocol (HAt-zp) context. The highest 
frequency of terms, such as HAt-zp and Dt/nHH is to 
be understood in the very context of royal dating and 
calendrical purposes, as well as in the usual pharaonic 
titulary wishing protocol (l, p, h). Finally, the terms 
biAt and biA (use of the former is met in the Wadi ᾽el-
Houdi in an allegorically cosmographic context) have 
been also discussed. Further specialized study must be 
carried out by linguists, in order to assess the possible 
alphabetic dating criteria, based on the taxograms of 
some astronomical (see the term Wart) or other terms 
of the Wadi ᾽el-Houdi Mining Inscriptions, following 
an idea of other authors (Shaw & Jameson, JEA 79); 
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however, they did not propose the comparison of 
hieroglyphic signs as a dating criterion, but only the 
systematic study of the associated ceramics that will 
be found during the excavations at Wadi ᾿el-Houdi.40 
Consequently, our archæoastronomical study sheds 
light towards that direction and could in principle 
provide further chronological criteria, proving how 
useful Archæoastronomy can be. 

Ahmed Mansour, in a recent paper, discussed the 
possible interconnections between religion and proto-
science in the process of extracting minerals (actually 
turquoise) from the mining areas of Serabit ̓ el-Khadim 
at the Sinai Peninsula, where Hathor was the matron 
goddess41 (Figs. 5, 6). We should point out that Hathor 
(@wt-@r)42 in her aspect as a funerary goddess (nbt-

Imntt) had also important cosmic traits: she protected 
the deserts of the West (and conjecturally of the East), 
which are carriers of minerals and hidden treasures. She 
also encapsulated protectively the setting Sun (~ Nūt), 

hence the pharaohs and the deceased in general post 
mortem, just like the Earth (~ Geb) encapsulated the 
minerals and the precious stones sub terram. In the Tale 
of Sinūhe we should also detect some interesting related 
hints: Sinūhe/ZA-nht is the virtual son of the sycamore, 
the son of the tree goddess43 (refreshing the deceased 
in the Egyptian Paradise), that is of Hathor/Nūt, who 
is manifesting in herself another aspect of the heavenly 
attributes as a cosmic cow44 (~ tA iHt n nbw, nbt-pt; cf. 
the circular text on the circular Zodiac of Denderah: tA 
pt n nbw […])], the hero is actually seeking during all 
his life after heavens and the sky [Fig. 7]! Allegorically 
the stars and the celestial luminaries are the virtual 
ornaments/κοσμήματα of the firmament,45 hence 
metaphorically speaking the virtual and invaluable 
celestial minerals and brightest heavenly stones, a fact 
that was true not only in the ancient Egyptian, but also 
in the ancient Hellenic forma mentis.46 

Ancient Egyptian culture was a continuous and 
propitious quest for eternity, eternal life, the firmament, 
the stars and heavens, a fact attested in texts and even 
(indirectly and definitely not explicitly) in some mining 

(Fig. 6) The text of line 9 from Wadi ᾽el-Houdi 143. The 
transliteration is: n.f imy Snnt Itn, in n.f irt, m imy.s, nbt xprw, m 
qmA.s nb. The translation is as follows: «To him (to the pharaoh) 
belongs what the Solar Disc encircles, what the Eye brings for 
him from what is in her, the Lady of Forms, from every creation 
of her». To be compared with almost similar texts in the context 
of mining inscriptions from Serabit ᾿el-Khadim in Mansour, in 
Maravelia (ed.), Ancient Egyptian Science and Meta-Physics, 190. 

(Fig. 7) Part of the text from the Tale of Sinūhe [pBerlin 3022: 
ℓℓ. 269-71], related to Hathor as a heavenly and stellar goddess. 
She was also the Lady of Minerals par excellence (@wt-@r: nbt 
pt, nbt nht, nbt mfkAt, nbt Hzmn). The transliteration is: awy.k(y) 
r nfrt nsw wAH, Xkryt nt Nbt-Pt! _i Nbw anx r fnd.k! $nm.tw 
nbt-sbAw! The translation is as follows: «(May) thy two hands 
point towards the Beautiful One, (o) eternal king, towards the 
ornament of the Lady of the Sky! (May) the Golden One give 
life to thy nostril! (May) the Lady of the Stars join thee!» [for 
a discussion see: Maravelia, Les astres dans les textes religieux en 
Égypte antique et dans les Hymnes Orphiques, 269-75]. 

(Fig. 5) On the left: A typical inscription from the Eastern Desert. 
It mentions the high-god of the NK, namely Amūn Rēc, as Lord 
of the Thrones of the Two Lands (nb nswt-tAwy).
On the right: A round top Htp-di-nsw-stele with reference to 
Hathor as Lady of Turquoise (nbt-mfkAt), from the Temple 
of Hathor at Serabit ᾽el-Khadim. Hathor (@wt-@r) was 
considered as Lady of Minerals in the Eastern Desert [IS 93  
(S Edge), dating from the reign of Amūnemhat III; see Gardiner 
et al., Sinai II, 100]. 
© Copyright & Courtesy by Dr. Ahmed Mansour. 
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inscriptions. It is in this aspect that the studied terms 
must be understood and approached, even though their 
very use in the Corpus of the Mining Inscriptions of 
Wadi ᾿el-Houdi was not astronomical or cosmographic 
per se. 
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